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Abstract

**Objective:** Determination of the vertical dimension of occlusion (DVO) tends to changes throughout the human life. The vertical dimension is determined by the interocclusal point of the upper and lower teeth contact so the application is limited when the natural teeth was missing.

**Methods:** A 50 year old female patient, partially edentulous on the upper and lower jaw with the remaining teeth were 12 (residual root), 11, 21, 23, 33 and 43. The remaining teeth were endodontically treated prior the complete denture procedure. Cephalometric photo was done in patients after making bite rim, upper and lower bite rim were given metal marker, the image was traced, then measured between metal to get the vertical dimension of occlusion.

**Results:** Many functional and aesthetic changes are occurred in the whole orofacial region and stomatognathic system. DVO is one of the difficult stages in prosthodontic treatment. Most of the techniques to determine DVO in edentulous patients are based on the soft tissue references, which can cause the different measurements. Cephalometric analysis allows the evaluation of bone growth changes and can be used as a diagnostic tool in prosthodontics to evaluate the results of prosthodontic rehabilitation.

**Conclusion:** Tooth loss without replacement may cause alteration of vertical dimension. Measurement of VD is one of important step in making denture.
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**Introduction**

The relation of lower jaw and upper jaw can be seen in 2 directions for either in vertical or horizontal. Horizontal relation is a centric relation while vertical relation is vertical dimension (VD).1

Tooth loss may cause the alteration of vertical dimension. This alteration occurs in hard and soft tissue of face and jaw region. Thus, there are many functional and aesthetical changes in all orofacial region and stomatognathic system. The exact determination of upper and lower jaw relation is important to be considered before determining the diagnosis or fabricating of the prosthodontic rehabilitation.2,3

Vertical dimension is a relation determined by distance between upper and lower jaw, in specific condition such as occlusion, it is called occlusal vertical dimension (OVD), yet when resting it is called rest vertical dimension/physiology. Determination of OVD is determined by natural teeth when still exist in oral cavity and when occluded.4

Vertical dimension can be restored with a denture fabrication. The stage of VD determination has been an important step in a successful treatment of removable denture because it can influence the phonetics as well as its function. The failure in determining VD will cause many kinds of aberration such as: temporomandibular joint disorder, muscular dysfunction, atrophy and trauma of soft tissue, disturbance in phonetic, aesthetic, swallowing and chewing and alveolar bone resorption.4,5

Method used in the stage of DVI/DVF measurement till now has not been able to produce the most exact of DVI/DVF prediction although we know that this stage is very important to obtain a good occlusion.6 There are many kinds of determination of VD measurement, such as two dots, willis bite gauge, swallowing, phonetics, biting forces and tactile. Although many advancement in prosthodontic, particularly in technique and material, however there is no method that does not have any weakness in producing patient’s OVD.7

There are many measurement techniques of VD expected to be able to produce an accurate measurement of VD, however apparently some errors in measurement are remain occurred.8 Continued error of measurement of VD may cause changes to the function and aesthetic of all orofacial region and stomatognathic system. Further, it will also increase the duration of treatment and will lead to a higher cost spent by the patient.
Cephalometric analysis has been used as a measurement aid of VD and as a diagnosis in dentistry. Although it is generally used in orthodontic, the cephalometric in prosthodontic has also been widely used as an instrument to evaluate prosthodontic rehabilitation results. It is normally used to verify the orientation of occlusal plane, spee curve, position, and incisal guidance of anterior teeth.  

Cephalometric photograph may help the measurement of VD thus it is possible to produce more accurate measurement of VD. Cephalometric analysis used in this case is a Ricketts analysis. Ricketts analysis is simple because it only uses 3 points: SNA, Pm and Xi points.

These were underlain authors to be interested in measuring VD with the aid of cephalometric photograph using Ricketts analysis. Additional costs can not be denied, however it may provide a more accurate and more satisfying measurement.

**Purpose**
The purpose of this study was to compare occlusal vertical dimension measurements between two-dot techniques and ricketts analysis using cephalometric photograph to get correct patient’s VDO.

**Case Report**
A 50-year old female patient visited Dental Hospital, Department of Prosthodontic Hasanuddin University. She wanted to have denture, the patient had never worn any denture before, she felt difficult to eat and lacked of confidence because she lost many of her teeth. From intraoral examination there were partial edentulous of maxilla and mandibular, the teeth that lost were 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 36, 35, 34, 32, 31, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46 and 47. The teeth that still exist are 12 (gangrene radix), 11, 21, 23, 33 and 43 with caries, extrusion, recession and lost of vertical dimension figure 1.

In radiograph examination it seems that there is bone lost in edentulous region of maxilla and mandibula. 12 (gangrene radix), 11, 12 and 23 are embedded within bone in more than a third of apical and 33 and 43 in a third of apical.

**Management of case**
Treatment plan for this case was fabrication of maxilla and mandibular complete denture. Primary impression done by using stock tray and irreversible hydrocolloid for edentulous, then fabrication of diagnostic cast were done. From the diagnostic cast, the custom tray was made. Pre-prosthetic treatment was endodontic treatment for the teeth that still exist. After endodontic treatment, the preparation of teeth crown and root canal with minimal depth of 3 mm were done to fabricate the coping. After the insertion of coping, cephalometric was taken, the result of this photograph was traced to measure vertical dimension of patient.

Individual tray was evaluated and adjusted in patient’s mouth then border molding was done by using low fusing compound (green stick compound)
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in all margins, both in upper and lower jaw. Secondary impression was fabricated by using polyvinyl siloxane of elastomer after border molding. After obtained the precise impression, result of secondary impression was then casted with stone to gain master cast. On the master cast, the base plate and bite rim made of baseplate wax were made. The base must attach precisely to master cast and bite rim must suit to arch. The height of base and bite rim of upper and lower jaw must be based on glabella-subnation guidance = subnation-gnation = pupil-mouth corners. Base and bite rim of upper and lower jaw were tried in patient. Evaluation of the base stabilization was done by evaluating the thickness and the density of upper and lower base. The next step was the determination of orientation/ occlusal plane by adjusting the lower bite rim to upper bite rim. Adjusted the anterior part with pupil line and posterior part with champer line which pass through ala nasi to tragus/ porion with fox bite gauge. When adjustment, it is important to pay attention at the low

mouth thus coincided closely with base and bite rim lip line and labial fullness. The base and bite rim of lower jaw were adjusted inside patient’s of upper jaw when occluded. Then, measurement of vertical dimension was done.

The measurement of vertical dimension in this case was started by measuring rest vertical dimension without bite rim of upper and lower jaw. The result of rest vertical dimension measurement was then reduced with free way space (2-3 mm) thus the measurement of occlusal vertical dimension was obtained. Bite rim of upper and lower jaw inserted to patient’s mouth then adjusted with the result of occlusal vertical dimension which has been measured before, lower bite rim might be reduced, until determined occlusal vertical dimension was obtained. Determination of centric relation, fixation of bite rim of upper and lower jaw were done by using heated-paper clip. Before cephalometric photo, measurement of vertical dimension was done using two dots technique.

Cephalometric photograph was taken to measure occlusal vertical dimension by marking with paper clip mark on the base, the result of photograph were traced and measurement of occlusal vertical dimension according to Ricketts analysis were done. If the desired angle has not been obtained, then it was possible to add or reduce the bite rim of lower jaw thus predetermined angle according to Ricketts analysis could be obtained. The next step was fabrication of complete denture once it was completed the next step was insertion of complete denture. Follow up was in 24 hours and 7 days after insertion of upper and lower complete denture.

Discussion

Lost/alteration of vertical dimension in this case was due to the patient lost many of her teeth and never replace it. The patient complained about difficulty in eating and speaking and she is not confident. Lost of natural teeth leads to lost of occlusal plane, vertical dimension (VD) and occlusion. To restore these functions it need to make complete denture with accurate measurement of vertical dimension.

Some methods in measurement of vertical dimension had been widely used, however there is still no appropriate method in measuring vertical dimension. Some studies used cephalometric photograph in measuring vertical dimension as well as restoring vertical dimension. Some studies used cephalometric photograph in measuring vertical dimension as well as restoring vertical dimension. If the desired angle has not been obtained, then it was possible to add or reduce the bite rim of lower jaw thus predetermined angle according to Ricketts analysis could be obtained. The next step was fabrication of complete denture once it was completed the next step was insertion of complete denture. Follow up was in 24 hours and 7 days after insertion of upper and lower complete denture.

Lost/alteration of vertical dimension in this case was due to the patient lost many of her teeth and never replace it. The patient complained about difficulty in eating and speaking and she is not confident. Lost of natural teeth leads to lost of occlusal plane, vertical dimension (VD) and occlusion. To restore these functions it need to make complete denture with accurate measurement of vertical dimension.

Some methods in measurement of vertical dimension had been widely used, however there is still no appropriate method in measuring vertical dimension. Some studies used cephalometric photograph in measuring vertical dimension as well as restoring vertical dimension. If the desired angle has not been obtained, then it was possible to add or reduce the bite rim of lower jaw thus predetermined angle according to Ricketts analysis could be obtained. The next step was fabrication of complete denture once it was completed the next step was insertion of complete denture. Follow up was in 24 hours and 7 days after insertion of upper and lower complete denture.
After measurement of DVI, occlusal plane and vertical dimension were determined, thencecephalometric photograph was taken with bite rim which was marked with metal inside patient’s mouth. The result of cephalometric photograph is traced, that is 47°. If after tracing the result is more than 47°, reduce the height of mandibular bite rim. In contrary, if it is lower than 47°, increase the height of mandibular bite rim until the result of occlusal vertical dimension measurement is obtained.

The angle of 47° is an ideal angle to obtain occlusal vertical dimension.13 Practice, there are still many errors in determination of OVD measurement thus the OVD may be higher or lower than the correct OVD. The OVD which is higher causes trauma to support tissues. Phonetic problems occur because of difficulty to occlude the teeth. When tooth is occluded it will produce sound (horse sound). It is not convenient to use and mastication muscles will be hurt (masseter), which may be taken as a sign. The aesthetic becomes bad because facial muscles becomes tense such as orbicularis muscle and this persists can cause disturbance in temporomandibular joint.

When OVD is low, the corners of mouth appear less of support. Efficiency in mastication and aesthetic will reduce due to less support of lip and cheek. Protrusion will be occurred from chin when occlude the jaws.14 Clinical signs which will be seen as follows: A. Interocclusal distance is increased, B. Efficiency of mastication is reduced.7 Costen syndrome is occurred such as: A. light deaf, dizzy, tinnitus, painful when the joint is moved and pressed. B. Neurological signs will occurred: it feels like burn in tongue, throat, temporal region of head and disorder on saliva glands, thus secretion of saliva is reduced and mouth dry;8 Aesthetical signs that occur: A.A third of face will be shorter, B. Lip commissure is wider than usual, C. Face expression seems older.15

Continued error of measurement of VD, beside being able to cause changes in the function and aesthetic of all orofacial region and stomatognathic system, duration of treatment will increase thus it is being longer, this will cause the greater cost to be paid by the patient and sometimes it will make patient feels bored with multiple visits.

The addition of cephalometric photograph using Ricketts analysis provided a more accurate result, thus it can be used in prosthodontic rehabilitation of cases with loss of VD. By using rickets analysis we can restore previous patient’s VDO. To make complete denture or removable denture which have lost VDO, we as prosthodontic specialist should using two dot technique to get VDO which be adapted with rickets’ analysis.
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Conclusion
Tooth loss without replacement may cause alteration of vertical dimension. Measurement of VD is one of important step in making denture. Continued errors in measurements of OVD may cause changes in the function and aesthetic of all orofacial region as well as stomatognathic system, thus duration and cost of treatment will increase. OVD measurements with the aid of cephalometric photograph using Ricketts analysis provides a more accurate result, thus it can be used in prosthodontic rehabilitation of cases with loss of VD. By using rickets analysis we can restore previous patient’s VDO. To make complete denture or removable denture which have lost VDO, we as prosthodontic specialist should using two dot technique to get VDO which be adapted with rickets’ analysis.
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